MOEEBIUS faces the challenge of reducing energy consumption in the building
sector. Project’s ambition was to elaborate products and services enabling the
minimization of the 'performance gap' and promote customer confidence in the
attractiveness of diverse energy efficiency business models and contracts, such
as Energy Performance Contracting.
As the project’s intention was to propose useful
solution to diverse stakeholders of the energy
market, the system has been evaluated in the
pilot sites located in the UK, Serbia and
Portugal, incorporating diverse building
typologies, heterogeneous energy systems
and spanning diverse climatic conditions. Living
Laboratories have been established in the pilot
sites to serve as a channel for gathering
feedback from the end-users, building
occupants, etc. In this way, all project
developments are optimized to address the
critical needs of relevant stakeholders.

MOEEBIUS introduces a Holistic Energy Performance Optimization Framework that enhances
current modelling approaches and delivers innovative simulation tools which deeply grasp and
describe real-life building operation complexities in accurate simulation predictions that
significantly reduce the “performance gap” and enhance multi-fold, continuous optimization of
building energy performance as a means to further mitigate and reduce the identified
“performance gap” in real-time or through retrofitting.
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The innovation achieved in MOEEBIUS
project is expressed in Key Exploitation
Results (KERs). KERs should be considered
as Prototypes with a high potential
exploitation into the market, as all of them
reach a minimum average Technology
Rediness Level (TRL) 7.
All KERs compose innovative MOEEBIUS tool
that as a consolidated product presents
interesting commercial and business
opportunities.
As a result of demonstration and validation
phases (pre-monitoring VS the postmonitoring analysis) and after the KERs
market
benefit
estimation
(market
penetrability,
paybacks,
exploitability
and added values, etc.), the consortium has
agreed to go to the market considering that
the MOEEBIUS KERs are implicitly an added
value in terms of new product, new method
and new process.
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Diffused geographic coverage of the MOEEBIUS consortium
as well as the extensive European networks of each partner
means that the entity in charge of taking the MOEEBIUS
tool to market has the possibility of covering the most
interesting regions for the launch of the solution.
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MOEEBIUS consortium was able to identify the
most promising geographic markets through the
cross referencing of ESCO market size and activity
with that of market openness of demand response
aggregation.
As a result, the areas where the MOEEBIUS Tool
features can be applied and leveraged in their
entirety have been identified. The map and table
represent the summarized assessment.
Although France, Germany and Great Britain
represent the most interesting markets for the
implementation of the MOEEBIUS technology, its
exploitation does not have to be limited
to these countries, as immediate partner networks
at home markets are at disposal, and what is more,
some entities participate in projects where the
MOEEBIUS technology might be potentialy
implemented.
Moreover, the three countries are also the ones
with the highest amount of building floor space
within the EU (BPIE data), implying important
potential and opportunities for implementing the
MOEEBIUS tool.

ESCO
market
activity
was
calculated
by a scoring system taking into consideration
current market value, number of competitors and
market potential while demand response
openness was reflected in the Smart Energy
Demand Coalition
(SEDC) scoring system
performed in their last report.

Special task entirely dedicated for validating
and demonstrating the project objectives
in pilot sites was deployed in MOEEBIUS.
Through the implementation of this task
and the related methodology it has been
demonstrated that the vast majority of the
project
targets
were
successfully
accomplished.

Detailed description of MOEEBIUS impact
evaluation is presented in the report
Framework Holistic Performance Evaluation
and Lessons Learnt available on the project
website. Please visit www.moeebius.eu for
more information.
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